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EXPLORATION OF THE METHOD OF THE INTERCONNECT

EFFORT IN NANO-TECHNOLOGIES

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No.60/717,595, filed September 16, 2005, which is hereby incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

I. Introduction
[0002] As today's aggressive scaling down enables circuit dimensions plunge into the

nanometer regime (sub-100nm) and below, the significance of interconnect delay effect

that have been considered as relatively negligible in previous technologies emerges as

one of the serious challenges to the VLSI design and thus necessitates new design

methodologies to address it (Semiconductor Industry Association. The International

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. (2003 Edition)).

[0003] Decreasing conductor width causes an increase in interconnect resistance

while decreasing conductor space causes an increase in interconnect capacitance.

Three-dimensional effects such as fringing and interline coupling become stronger as a

conductor become relatively taller in comparison to their width. On the other hand, as a

device scales down, there may be an improvement in its operating speed or output

parasitics that will make the parasitics of interconnect relatively larger in comparison to

the parasitics of the gate driving or driven by it. Hence, while the gate delay gets

improved, the interconnect delay between the gates becomes unimproved or even worse.

Moreover, the constant evolution in the VLSI technology enables a new era in which

billions of devices are integrated into a single chip. However, as the technology scales

device size down, there is a tendency to place more functionality (or devices) on the

chip. Hence, the amount of interconnect among the devices may grow drastically with

the number of transistors. The average length of interconnects may also increase in

order to connect the circuit elements. It is often that the chip area is limited by the



physical interconnect area. The interconnect dimensions are scaled down as much as

possible and more metal layers are used. Hence the density of interconnects increases.

[0004] Such unbalancing or opposite scaling effects between interconnect and gate

causes one of the most serious problems in nanoscale technologies. Due to technology

scaling, delay in a logic gate (also referred to as intrinsic delay) continuously reduced to

be in the picosecond range. However, interconnect delay (also referred to as extrinsic

delay) has not scaled down at the same rate as a transistor or logic gate with process

evolution because the reduced wire geometry leads to an increase in resistance and

capacitance of the interconnect and the larger parasitic delay. As a result, interconnect

delay has become a larger fraction of overall delay and this trend seems to continue or

become more serious in future technology generations (Semiconductor Industry

Association. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. (2003

Edition); Rabaey, J . M. Digital Integrated Circuits, A Design Perspective, Prentice Hall,

Inc., New Jersey (1996)).

[0005] Numerous studies have proposed interconnect models from a theoretical point

of view. The Elmore delay model (Elmore, W. C. J. Applied Physics, 19:55-63

(1948)), or the first moment of the impulse response, is a widely used interconnect delay

model at various VLSI circuit design stages, particularly for resistance and capacitance

tree analysis. It has a simple analytical function and closed form. Moreover, it is very

efficient in getting an insight for the delay dependency on circuit parameters. However,

it has been observed that it almost always overestimates the wire delay with respect to

the Hspice simulation. Furthermore, it can not address delay sensitivities since it fails to

represent the resistance shielding effect. To compensate for these limitations of the

Elmore delay, the scaled version of the Elmore delay model (Pileggi, L. In Proc. Intl.

Symp. on Physical Design, pp. 28-33 (1998)) introduces the scaling factor, but it can

underestimate a large portion of delays at this time. The Fitted Elmore delay model

(Ishaq, A. et al. /EEE Trans. Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems, 12(7):691-

696 (July 2004)) that applies a curve fitting techniques to the Hspice experiments has a

much better accuracy over the original Elmore delay model while it inherits the main

advantages of the original one. However, it still does not convey the resistance

shielding effect. Hence it can compute inaccurate delay and delay sensitivities over

circuit parameters. These modified Elmore delay models basically consider the first



momentum response. These models have worked well for so long that many take it for

granted today.

[0006] Another obstacle from a practical point of view is the simulation time at the

early design phases. Several transistor-level simulators are available in the market.

These simulators basically follow two steps to analyze circuit design: (1) linearization

of a nonlinear target circuit model and construction of matrix equations with ready-

known information including initial conditions; (2) solving the matrix equations.

Actually, it is just all about solving KCL and KVL equations (∑h=0 and Σ Vk=O) that

are nonlinear differential equations based on the nonlinear characteristics of a transistor.

At each time step, a simulator builds a small signal model at the operating point (i.e.,

linearization). Even for a small circuit simulation, substantial numerical algebra is

needed to calculate solutions and hence the circuit's behavior. Instead of using the

conventional direct method and iterative method, some commercial simulators may

adopt approaches, such as a look-up table, event-driven algorithm or multi-time step

algorithm, hierarchical simulation and parallel computation etc. These are used to

speedup the simulation time as well as to save memory. However, it is still a long

process, and needless to say, simulation time increases exponentially with the size of the

target circuit. Furthermore, considering the nature of circuit design, iterative

simulations after circuit modification frequently happen and thus require more analysis

time during design optimization. A simple yet efficient design methodology will be

very useful in reducing the development time.

SUMMARY

[0007] Methods and apparatus for estimating the propagation delay along a logical

signal path are described herein. The methods and apparatus account for the behavior of

multi-stage logic gates along a signal path, initial input transition times, inter-stage

fanouts, as well as different logic gate types. The methods and apparatus convert signal

transition features into an effective fanout to provide estimates of gate delay

dependencies on input slope and gate logic topology.

[0008] Aspects of the invention include a method of estimating a circuit delay that

includes receiving device parameters corresponding to a circuit, determining an

electrical effort of each stage in the circuit, determining an effective fanout at an input



of an initial stage, determining a gate delay based in part on an electrical effort at the

output of the initial stage, and determining a gate signal transition time based on an

electrical effort of the initial stage and at least one subsequent stage.

[0009] Aspects of the invention include a method of estimating a circuit delay that

includes determining a gate delay based on an electrical effort of the gate and at least

one additional gate coupled to the gate, and determining a signal transition time based

on the electrical effort of the gate and at least one additional gate coupled to the gate.

[0010] Aspects of the invention include an apparatus configured to estimate a circuit

delay. The apparatus includes a first memory configured to store device parameters, a

second memory configure to store interconnect parameters, an electrical effort module

coupled to the first and second memories and configured to determine an electrical

effort at each device in the circuit, and a Signal Transition Logical Effort (STLE)

module configured to determine the circuit delay based in part on the device parameters,

interconnect parameters, and electrical effort at each device.

[0011] Aspects of the invention include an apparatus configured to estimate a circuit

delay. The apparatus includes means for storing device parameters corresponding to a

circuit, means for determining an electrical effort of each stage in the circuit, means for

determining an effective fanout at an input of an initial stage, means for determining a

gate delay based in part on an electrical effort at the output of the initial stage, and

means for determining a gate signal transition time based on an electrical effort of the

initial stage and at least one subsequent stage.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TBDE DRAWINGS

[0012] The features, objects, and advantages of embodiments of the disclosure will

become more apparent from the detailed description set forth below when taken in

conjunction with the drawings, in which like elements bear like reference numerals.

[0013] Figure 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

delay estimation apparatus.

[0014] Figure 2 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

processor platform for delay estimation.



[0015] Figure 3 is a simplified functional block diagram of an example of a

cascaded inverter chain.

[0016] Figure 4a is a simplified diagram of a normalized gate delay difference

from a nominal gate delay.

[0017] Figure 4b is a simplified diagram of an approximation of slope based on

nominal electrical effort.

[0018] Figure 5 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of an

RC model of a gate driving a wire.

[0019] Figure 6a-b are simplified diagrams of intermediate and output nodes

corresponding to a rising input.

[0020] Figure 7 is a simplified functional block diagram of a switch delay model

of a gate driving a modeled interconnect wire.

[0021] Figure 8 is a simplified diagram of an embodiment of a ring oscillator.

[0022] Figure 9 is a simplified flowchart of an embodiment of a method of delay

estimation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0023] In practical VLSI design, wires are usually driven by drivers or drive other

logic gates so that they come with a certain slope during transition. An important issue

of interconnect delay in nanoscale IC design is the impact of interconnects on waveform

shape at the output of a gate (Elmore, W. C. . Applied Physics, 19:55-63 (1948)). The

waveform is significantly different from a straight line during a transition and includes a

distinctive waveform tail, mainly due to the increased wire parasitics. It further shows

that the step or linear ramp functions are no longer good enough to represent a signal

transition.

[0024] The other critical shortcoming of previous interconnect models is the

uncertainty of its accuracy and the restriction to it being only an estimate for the linear

function response delay. Unavoidably, they have a small chance to capture the slope

{called slew rate or simply slew) dependency in interconnect delay model.



[0025] The assumption that waveforms can be closely approximated with a simple

linear model breaks down with modern technologies, mainly due to the increased

importance of an interconnect delay in a circuit. The driver delay (specifically

nonlinear driver impedance) and the interconnect delay are interdependent on each

other. Hence, it has become important to account for the interdependency between

driving stages and interconnects in total delay consideration.

[0026] Interconnect delay effects in nanotechnology have been investigated with a

single chip using the standard CMOS 90nm and 65 nm processes. An improved method

and apparatus for determining the delay is described herein and is referred to as

Interconnect Effort or Signal Transition Logical Effort (STLE). Four types of test

circuits have been implemented to consider the impacts of wiring capacitance and

wiring resistance on the interconnect delay.

[0027] The silicon and experimental data show that interconnect contributes to much

more of a circuit delay than a gate in the 90nm process. The method of the Interconnect

Effort is relatively simple but efficient. The proposed methodology has matched well

with SPICE simulations with less than a ±5% error. Most importantly, the Interconnect

Effort delay estimate can be used as an initial calculation to estimate the circuit delay

for a gate-driven wire as well as a pure gate chain.

[0028] The methods and apparatus described herein can be applied to practical

circuits as a quick reference, especially in nanoscale design, where consideration of the

interconnect parasitics is critical in determining the best gate sizes or driving

capabilities with tight performance and area requirement. This also provides an insight

into how both wires as well as sizes of different transistors affect the circuit delay.

[0029] Figure 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a delay

estimation apparatus 100. The apparatus 100 can be used, for example, to estimate a

propagation delay of a select circuit path from a plurality of circuit paths in an

integrated circuit. Often, an integrated circuit or some other logic system includes one

or more critical timing paths that require iterative analysis and modification. The STLE

methods and apparatus described herein enable the timing of critical circuit paths to be

quickly analyzed without the need for extensive SPICE circuit analysis.



[0030] The apparatus 100 includes an input device for receiving the various gate and

interconnect parameters. The gate parameters, including the various gate sizes, can be

stored in a circuit memory 110. The interconnect parameters, including the connections

and dimensions defining an interconnected circuit can be stored as part of a netlist in a

netlist memory 112. In one example, the input device 102 is an electronic port that can

receive a logical system definition, such as a SPICE circuit definition. The input device

102 can also include a user interface that permits a user to select a particular circuit path

from the logical system definition for propagation delay analysis. For example, the user

interface of the input device 102 may allow a user to highlight a portion of a schematic

of the logical system for analysis.

[0031] An electrical effort module 124 is coupled to the circuit memory 110 and the

netlist memory 112. The electrical effort module 124 can determine, based on the gate

topologies an electrical effort, or fanout of each stage. The electrical effort can be

determined, for example, based on a normalized or standard gate model. Typically, the

electrical effort is the size ratio of two cascaded stages. However, the length and

dimensions of the interconnect contribute to the electrical effort.

[0032] A transition time module 120 is coupled to the circuit memory 110 and the

netlist memory 112. The transition time module 120 is configured to determine, based

on the various parameters of the selected circuit portion, a transition time or slope of the

rise and fall times of the gates relative to the electrical effort.

[0033] A gate delay module 122 is coupled to the circuit memory 110 and the netlist

memory 112. The gate delay module 122 determines the high-to-low and low-to-high

gate delays as a function of the electrical effort.

[0034] A Signal Transition Logical Effort (STLE) module 130 is coupled to each of

the transition time module 120, gate delay module 122, and electrical effort module 124.

The STLE module 130 uses each of the individual gate characteristics to determine the

aggregate propagation delay characteristics of the selected circuit portion.

[0035] The STLE module 130 determines the aggregate propagation delay be

analyzing each stage of the selected circuit portion individually and serially, based on

the results of the analysis of prior stages. The STLE module 130 initially characterizes



an input stage based on an initial or primary input signal slope and an effective fanout of

the first stage.

[0036] The STLE module 130 determines the gate delay for the initial stage based on

the electrical effort. The STLE module 130 uses the electrical effort of the first stage to

determine the transition time of the first stage. This transition time is used to determine

the effect on the delay of the next stage.

[0037] The STLE module 130 continues to determine the propagation delay through

each stage, based on the electrical effort seen by the stage and the effects of earlier

stages. At the final stage, the STLE module 130 determines the delay based on the final

load. The STLE module 130 can provide the final output, as well as any intermediate

output, to an output device 140 for output to the user. For example, the output device

140 can display the estimated delays at the output of each of the stages, as well as the

final propagation delay through the selected circuit portion.

[0038] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of a Logical Interconnect delay

estimation apparatus 200. Similar apparatus 200 can be used, for example as the circuit

delay estimation apparatus of Figure 1.

[0039] The delay estimation apparatus 200 can include a display 210, I/O devices 250

including a keyboard 252 and an input device 254, a processor 220, memory 224, an I/O

controller 240, a hard drive 262, one or more removable storage drives 264, which can

include a floppy drive, an optical storage 266, some other storage devices 268, a

communication device 230 such as a modem, and a network interface card (NIC) 234.

The various elements can be coupled using one or more computer busses 202 within the

delay estimation apparatus 200. The one or more storage devices 268 can include, but

are not limited to, ROM, RAM, non-volatile RAM, flash memory, magnetic storage,

optical storage, tape storage, hard disk storage, and the like, or some other form of

processor readable media.

[0040] The circuit can be loaded or otherwise entered to memory 224, and the

processor 220 can execute one or more processor readable instructions stored in

memory 224 to provide the STLE analysis of a selected circuit portion. Because the

STLE delay analysis is relatively quick, a user can modify parameters related to a



critical circuit path and re-run the STLE analysis numerous times to iteratively optimize

a critical circuit path.

[0041] The interconnect effort propagation delay estimation method extends the

method of the logical effort, and provides a simple and efficient method for estimating

the expected delays of a circuit. The description herein focuses on an inverter chain

with a wire load of various length and defines the metrics of a logic gate to be an

average gate delay (referred to simply as a "delay" unless otherwise noted) from the

rising and falling transitions. A long wire is often driven by an inverter chain as in a

memory. However, an inverter chain is described for the sake of simplicity and is not a

limitation on the operation of the methods and apparatus described herein. A typical

logic gate can be described in terms of its relation to an inverter, and thus, the operation

of the methods and apparatus to other gate types and combinations of gate types can be

implied from the description of the inverter chain.

II. Logical Effort
A. The unitless delay of a gate with some parameters of the logical effort
[0042] The method of logical effort describes delays caused by the capacitive load

that is driven by the driver and by the topology of the driver. The theory of the logical

effort stems from a simple model. The delay of a gate has two components: an intrinsic

delay driving internal parasitics, and an effort delay driving a capacitive load. The

effort depends on the ratio of the load size to the gate size as well as on the complexity

of the gate. Parameter hi , so called the electrical effort of the z-th gate, represents a

ratio of the capacitive load + driven by the gate to the input capacitance C,- at the

corresponding input terminal of the gate. The parameter gu the logical effort of the z-th

gate, characterizes its complexity. The effort-based model is basically a reformulation

of the conventional switch model of a CMOS circuit. The absolute delay of a chain of

gates is defined to be (1) in the unit of τ, the basic delay unit in time of an inverter

driving

[0043] another identical inverter with no parasitics that characterizes a particular

integrated circuit fabrication process. The absolute delay is the product of a unitless

delay d and the delay unit τ. For simplicity, delays expressed herein are provided in the

unit of τ.



[0044] The electrical effort describes how the electrical environment of the logic gate

affects performance and how the size of the transistors in the gate determines its load-

driving capability. The logical effort expresses its ability to produce output current.

Equivalently, the logical effort of a logic gate tells how much worse it is at producing an

output current than an inverter, given that each of its inputs may only have the same

input capacitance as the inverter. It is independent of the size of the transistors in a

circuit and depends only on the topology of the gate. The logical effort of an inverter is

normalized to 1, and of other gates, calculated based on their internal topologies.

[0045] The product of the logical effort and the electrical effort is often referred to as

"/', the stage effort or effort delay. Parameter p is the intrinsic parasitic delay that

highly depends on both the fabrication process and layout strategy. The major

contribution to the parasitic delay is the capacitance of the source and drain regions of

the transistors that drive the output. Since a wider transistor supporting a larger output

current has correspondingly larger diffusion capacitance, the parasitic delay is

"theoretically" fixed and independent of the size of the logic gate and of the load the

load capacitance it drives. Separating the four contributions, τ , g, h, andp, the method

of the logical effort: (1) the process parameter τ represents the speed of the basic

transistors; (2) the parasitic delay p expresses the intrinsic delay of the date due to its

own internal capacitance, which is largely independent of the size of the transistors in

the gate width; (3) combines with the electrical effort h the effects of external load, that

establishes C
1+

, with the sizes of the transistors in the logic gate that establish Cf, and

finally (4) expresses with the logical effort g the effects of the circuit topology on the

delay free of consideration of loading or transistor size. This is useful since it depends

only on circuit topology.

[0046] The measured process parameter, logical effort, electrical effort and parasitic

effort values for a few CMOS logic gates using logic gate chains in 65nm process are

shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The measured logical efforts and parasitic efforts for various gates in

65nm technology.

B. Insights from the logical effort
[0047] The theory of the logical effort is most valuable for the insights into several

aspects of circuit design. While the same results might emerge from long design

experience or from many circuit simulations, they emerge quite readily from the logical

effort. The interesting results may include the following: (1) The idea of a numeric

"logical effort" that characterizes the delay characteristics of a logic gate or a path

through a network is very powerful. It allows one to compare alternative circuit

topologies and to show that some topologies are uniformly better than others. (2)

Circuits are fastest when the effort delay of each stage is the same. Moreover, a typical

design selects the number of stages to make this effort about four. (3) The delay of a

well-designed path is about 4 (log4 G + log4 H ) + P = log4 F fanout-of-four (FO4)

delays. Each quadrupling of the load driven by the path adds about the delay of an FO4

inverter. (4) When one input arrives significantly later than the others, unbalancing the

gate by increasing the size of the transistors on the early input will speed the delay from

the late input.

[0048] The logical effort may be a useful measure of computational complexity

questions such as what are the best and minimum logical efforts required for each stage

of a memory design. A model of the cost of computation based on the logical effort far

more accurately portrays the time and space required to complete a calculation than

does a simple count of logic gates, perhaps with restricted number of inputs.



C. Shortcoming of the logical effort
[0049] The logical effort is based on a very simple premise: equalizing the effort

delay of each stage. The simplicity of this method is its greatest strength, but it also

results in a number of limitations: (1) The RC delay model is overly simplistic. In

particular, it fails to capture the effects of velocity saturation and of variable rise times

(Pileggi, L. In Proc. Intl. Symp. on Physical Design, pp. 28-33 (1998)). Fortunately,

rise times tend to be about equal in well-designed circuits with equal effort delay.

Velocity saturation can also be handled by characterizing the logical effort of gates

through simulation. (T) The logical effort explains how to design a path for maximum

speed, but does not easily show how to design a path for a minimum area or power

under a fixed-delay constraint. (3) The logical effort calculations can be difficult for

paths that branch out having a different number of stages or different parasitic delays on

each branch. Usually the logical effort calculation for such circuit requires iteration.

Iteration is also required when a fixed-wire capacitance is comparable to the gate

capacitance. (4) Many real circuits are too complex to optimize by hand and thus need

to be considered with spreadsheets or with scripts.

III. The Gate Delay Model
[0050] The gate delay is not only a function of the circuit technology and topology,

but also depends upon other factors. Clearly, as the load increases, the delay increases.

However a delay consideration needs to take into account the following two additional

factors in the generation of nanometer technology: (1) the "slope" of the input signal;

and (2) the "reflected parasitics."

A. The slope-dependent gate delay
[0051] The slope of a signal is its rate-of-change when transitioning from a logic 0 to

a logic 1, or vice versa. The signal slope can express how fast a signal transits between

the different levels. The real circuit design typically uses multiple stages of logic gates.

Since the signal driving the next stage is the output signal of the previous stage along its

path, the slope of the signal depends on the size of the driver of the previous stage. The

rise and fall times, tr and tf, axe often measured between the 10% and 90% transition

points that apply to individual signal waveforms.

[0052] An instantaneous transition (or step function) would be considered to represent

the maximum theoretical slope value. Importantly, the slope of the signal depends on



the output characteristics of the driving gate combined with the characteristics of

interconnect and the input characteristics of any logic gate(s). For the same output load,

the wider driving transistor would drive it faster, and thus the delay would be smaller.

For the same driver, the smaller output load would charge and discharge faster, and thus

the transition time would be smaller. The average parasitic capacitance of a wire is

typically several times larger than the average size of a gate in deep-sub micron

technology. This unavoidable parasitics of a wire not only causes the additional delay

to the wire itself, but also increases a load to the gate driving it; deteriorating the

characteristics of the slope; and thus increasing the gate delay further.

B. The parasitics refection-dependent gate delay
[0053] Furthermore another parameter to consider is referred to as "parasitics

reflection". In a cascade connection of logic stages along the signal path, it is possible

for a proportion of the parasitics associated with the input terminals of the next stages

and interconnects among the next stages to be "reflected back" through the middle

stages and they are visible to the output of the previous stages. Additionally if the

middle stages were multi-input gates, then these parasitics reflected back through them

may well be state dependent. In other words, they may vary depending on the logic

values presented to the other inputs of the middle stages. Generally it was safe to

assume that the middle gate(s) would totally buffer the output of the first gate from the

parasitics associated among/with the next stages. Thus the output of the stage would

only "feel" parasitics; the wiring capacitance and resistance and the capacitances

associated with the very next stage.

[0054] Two influences of the slope dependency and parasitics refraction need to

include in the consideration of the gate delay in nanoscale VLSI design. For these

reasons, the method of the logical effort needs to extend in order to capture the

influence of other previous/next stages besides that of the nearest stage(s) along the

signal path.

C. The gate delay model
[0055] Figure 3 shows a simplified functional block diagram of an example of an

inverter chain used to characterize the gate delay. The circuit has nine stages. The first

four stages are responsible for shaping the input slope. It has been observed that after a

few stages, a homogeneous logic chain settles to its generic slope rate regardless of its



initial input slope that has a negligible difference in the slope variation of the input

signal transition. Other experiments on other logic chains, such as NAND and NOR

gate chains show similar results. It may be inferred that each logic gate has its own

nominal slope and has a tendency to converge on it. For this reason, when each stage in

the logic gate chain is scaled by the same factor, its delay does not change.

[0056] Experimental results also show that as the distance between two stages

increases, their influence of parasitics reflection to each other becomes smaller. The

fifth and sixth stages contain the gates being characterized. The last stage serves as a

load. It is used to compensate for gate-drain overlap capacitance. If it were removed,

the output of the sixth stage would switch very rapidly and thus this would increase the

effective input capacitance to it (so called Miller effect). Two metrics h and m represent

the electrical effort and size of the stage.

[0057] As mentioned before, the gate delay of the z-th stage depends on not only its

electrical effort but also on those of the previous and next gates. It is worthwhile to

mention here that the gate delay is a function of relative size (i.e., the electrical effort h)

rather than its absolute size in the logic chain when the secondary effects are ignored.

That is, the logic chain will have the same delay as long as all stages increase or

decrease their size by the same ratio. Let us define the gate delay of z-th stage as

to(. . .,hi.2,hi-i,hi,hi i hi+2 , . . .) = t in a logic chain. The term "nominal" refers to stages

that have the same electrical effort with that value. For example, the nominal gate delay

is the gate delay when all neighbors have the same electrical effort. Then it is clear that

t will be equal to the nominal delay value of z-th stage, . . .=h -

[0058] Figure 4a shows the normalized delay difference versus electrical effort of the

previous stages h) when the 4-th and next stages have the same electrical

effort (/z =/i5=/i -=/i7= s -=/i9= =hnom=1/2/3/4/. . .). The x-axis is for the electrical effort h

of the first four stages that- is from 1 to 12 for the fixed electrical effort of the rest of

stages. The "hhhhllll" represents first four stages that have the same electrical effort

of h and the last five stages have the same electrical effort of 1. Along the y-axis, the

delay difference is normalized with respect to the nominal delay, or {to - Dnom(hj)}/

tDnom( ))- Hence, each delay curve passes across zero of the normalized delay



difference value when all stages have the same electrical effort, or It can

be observed that the normalized delay deviation from its nominal value has linear

dependency on the electrical efforts of previous stages. However the degree of its

dependency gets smaller when the stage under characterization has the higher electrical

effort. The reason is that the larger hnom means the larger gate-size ratio between two

consecutive stages and thus the gate delay time is related to the electrical effort of that

gate with inverse proportionality. More discussion will be at the end of this subsection.

The slope of the normalized curve (after taking its first order approximation) is redrawn

with respect to hnom and fitted with the second order approximation in Figure 4b. For

the range of the electrical effort, 2 ~ 10, generally used in VLSI design, this

approximation matches well with experimental data within an error of approximately

1%.

[0059] The gate delay is also influenced by the electrical effort of the neighboring

stages. That is, the gate delay estimation needs to consider the influence of the signal

slope and parasitics reflection of the previous and next stages that the original method of

the logical effort misses. Experimental results show that when the previous stage has

the smaller electrical effort than the ?-th stage (hi_i<h,-), the gate delay is faster than the

nominal value. Whereas when hi.i>hi, the gate delay time becomes slower. This is

expected that since the smaller electrical effort, similar to the above reason, means the

larger gate size and faster transition response. Fortunately, this deviation from the

nominal gate delay value decreases as it propagates along the isometric stages.

Simulations show that two stages later, its influence is less than 1% and is negligible in

the 90nm process.

[0060] Taking the above discussions into account, the proposed gate delay model for

the 4-th gate in a logic chain can be expressed by (2a) where the nominal gate delay

tDnom( ) can be obtained by the original method of the logical effort (1). Experimental

results show that the gate delay consideration requires at least two previous stages due



to the slope-dependency and one next stage due to the parasitics refraction. In other

words, to determine the gate delay, three neighboring stages, two previous stages and

one next stage, need to be considered as a window. It has also been observed that the

influence of slope-dependency and parasitics refraction of the neighboring stages

becomes weaker as the electrical effort of the z-th stage (the z'-th gate) becomes larger;

thus, the electrical effort of the z-th stage (hi) appears in the denominator of (2a). The

other experiments for the practical ranges of h and hnom quite match well with the

proposed gate delay model in (2b).

[0061] The electrical effort is a ratio of a load capacitance to an input capacitance.

When the previous stage has the smaller electrical effort than the z-th stage, it has wider

transistors and thus larger driving capability. This improved driving capability is

helpful to make the slope of the input signal steep (or faster) to the z-th stage and thus

the delay becomes smaller. However, when the next stage has the smaller electrical

effort, it has more narrow transistors. Note that the input capacitance of the next stage is

the load capacitance of the z-th stage. The narrower transistor of the next stage is

helpful to reduce the capacitive load to the z-th stage and thus the delay becomes

smaller. On the other hand, the larger electrical effort of the previous or next stages

tends to increase the delay. That is, the delay is in proportion to the difference with the

electrical effort of the neighboring stages. This is similar to the concept of "inertia" in

the kinetic energy theory. Since the larger electrical effort has the bigger capacitive

load at the output terminal and/or smaller capacitance at the input terminal, the variation

of the slope at the input terminal has less influence on the slope of the output terminal.

As a consequence, the delay is inversely proportional to the size of the transistors of the

z-th stage. Regarding the coefficient Ak in (2), the (z-2)-th stage (the second previous

gate) has about 4%, the (z-i)-th stage (the first previous gate) has about 20% and the

(z+2)-th stage has about 10% influence on the gate delay. More neighboring stages may

need to consider for smaller technologies and more accurate modeling in the

consideration of slope-dependency and parasitics refraction.

IV. The Gate-Interconnect Delay Model
A. Consideration of the number of segments and input slope dependency in the
pure RC network
[0062] The real wire is different from an ideal one, which is a line on schematics

without any electrical effect. The voltage change at one end appears at the other end



without propagation delay and IR drop, i.e., equipotential. Even a wire that is in nature

a distributed system may be modeled with lumped elements. To get an accurate

estimate, an approach with complex electric fields equation in 2D or 3D might need to

be solved but is not efficient to take a main advantage of "simplicity" from the theory of

the logical effort. Several models have been known for the pure RC network analysis,

such as L-model, T-model and π-model. Among those RC models, n-model has

excellent accuracy over other L-model or π-model with a same number of segments.

On the other hand, the Elmore delay model is a closed form expression and is extremely

efficient to compute delay. Elmore delay equation can be represented by a chain

network with simplified Elmore delay of three. The Elmore delay model can be

effectively applied to the wire with a gate driving or driven by it as in the next section.

[0063] A wiring condition of minimum width and space in a high temperature

environment is assumed in 90nm technology. Delay is measured from 50% transition of

the input signal to 50% transition of the output in both rising and falling directions and

normalized. The slope of the input signal has swept from an instantaneous transition (or

step function) to slow transitions. It can be seen that as the number of segments

increases, propagation delay increases and approaches its maximum value, substantially

a ln(2) multiple of the Elmore delay. This is because a lumped RC network becomes

closer to a distributed RC one with increased number of stages. A 50%-50% transition

delay time is close to its limit value with a few number of segments; less than 3% with

2-segments and around 1% with 3 segments.

[0064] This means that a π-model with several segments is enough to approximate a

wire for the wide range of the input slope. The 3-segment π-model provides a sufficient

model of an interconnect for accurate delay estimation. The delay variation with the

slope of the input signal will be discussed in detail in the next subsection with the

analytical model of a wire driven by a gate.

B. The Input Slope Dependency of the Interconnect Delay
[0065] Figure 5 illustrates a simple RC network model of a gate driving an

interconnect wire. The driving device is modeled as R1 and the wire is modeled as one

π-model. Device parasitic capacitance is included in C1 along with half the value of the



total interconnect capacitance Cw. A load capacitance (input capacitance of the next

stage) is included in C2 with the other half of Cw. R1 and R2 represent the ON resistance

of the device Ron and the interconnect resistance Rw in one π-model, respectively. This

subsection will focus on the interconnect delay from the intermediate node a to the

output node out.

[0066] Input signals having varying slopes were observed in the circuit model. The

slope of the signals applied to the input node vary from a instantaneous transition to a

slow transition. Figures 6a and 6b show the responses at the nodes a and output when

the input signal transits with the slope metric of T. This trapezoidal input signal V n can

be decomposed into two ramp functions, V nT1 and V nT . These ramp functions have the

same shape but V nT2 follows VinT1 by the time delay T that determines how fast the

input signal changes. Let us define V T1 and Vaτ2 s responses at the node a, and V0 tT 1

and Voutτ2 r responses at the output node corresponding to V nT1 and V nT2,

respectively. The total response at the node a (or at the output node) can be obtained by

superposition of two individual responses Vaτi and Vaτ2 (or Voutτi and Voutτ2) since a

passive RC network is one of the LTI (Linear Time Invariant) systems. Vaτ2 (or Voutτ2)

is a delayed version of V
T 1

(or Voutτi) with exactly the same shape. Whereas V
3T1

(or

V0UtTi) tries to increase the potential level, Vaτ2(or Voutτ2) tries to pulldown it at the

intermediate (or output) node for the rising input transition.

[0067] R1 is approximately inversely proportional to the size (width) of the device.

The actual wire length is very difficult to estimate until layout is complete. A wire may

be considered as short when its parasitics are small compared to the gate load that it

drives. Similarly a wire may be considered as long when its parasitics are large

compared to the gate load that it drives. When interconnect parasitics are comparable to

the gate load, it may be called a medium-length wire. Such medium-length wires

(corresponding to R1 R2 or R R2) introduce a strong function of the size of the gate it

drives.

[0068] Within a functional block, most wires are short and gate delay is dominated by

the gate capacitance. For a short interconnect wire (corresponding to R R2), Cw is

negligible and gate delay is dominated by gate capacitance; and thus the electrical effort

of the gate can be calculated with a ratio of channel width of its size to that of next gate.



The wire between functional blocks can often be hundreds or thousands times larger

than most transistors in the functional blocks. For a long interconnect wire

(corresponding to Ri«R 2), however, the interconnect capacitance and resistance should

be taken into account in Cout.

[0069] When the input signal transits very slowly (large T), the interconnect delay

does not change much and it is already very close to the half of the wire time constant

τw = R2 xC2. The interconnect delay depends on the input slope when R R2. In the

case where R is much smaller than R1and the Vout at the output node can follow

immediately the signal transition at the intermediate node Va. Hence the interconnect

delay is almost insensitive to the slope of the input transition and it already saturates

with the half of the wire time constant τw R1 x(Ci+C2) . In the extreme case where

R2 0, there is no difference between the intermediate node and the output node and

Vin Va, the interconnect delay is almost equal to zero and C=C C2=Cw

[0070] Although the input slope may decrease, the delay from the intermediate node

to output can increase or decrease according to the ratio of two resistances, R1 and R2.

This slope dependency of the interconnect delay is clear seen when two resistances are

comparable. In this case, the interconnect delay decreases first and then increases and

finally saturates as the slope of the input signal decreases. The turning around point is

several times of the wire time constant. The response Va for the ramp input transition

can be decomposed into two components, V T 1 and VaT2. While the Vaτi raises the

potential level Va, but the Va 2 lowers the Va at the node a for the rising input transition.

When Vaτ2 increases faster, it takes more time for the total potential Va to reach a

switching threshold level VM (or 50% of the supply power). The lowering effect of the

Vaτ2 on the Va is strong when the input signal transits fast (small T) and it becomes

weaker as the input slope decreases (or Tt). The strong influence of the Vaτ2 over the

Va helps to decrease the 50%-to-%50 delay time from the node in to the node a. For

this reason the total potential Va(T) follows the VaT1 (T) more closely than the V (T)

follows the Vaτi(T) as shown in Fig.ό.b, where T'>T. The response Vout can also be

decomposed into two components, Voutτi and Voutτ2- With the same way of the V to

follow the V
n
, the Vout follows its input stimulus Va at this time. The V0 t

T 1
is helpful to

increase the Vout and the V0UtT2 tries to prohibit an increase in the potential Vout- The

strong influence of the Voutτ2 over the Vout is also to decrease the 50%-to-%50 delay



time from the node in to the node out. However the 50%-to-50% interconnect delay is

the difference between the 50%-to-50% delay from the node in to the node out and from

the node in to the node a. That is, the interconnect delay becomes smaller with the in-

to-a delay, but the interconnect delay becomes larger with the in-to-out delay. The

slope of the Va that is the stimulus to the Vout is less than the slope of the V n that is the

stimulus to the V . Actually these two mechanisms play a role together in the

interconnect delay.

[0071] The ratio of R1 to R2 determines which one is more important in the

interconnect delay for a certain slope of the input signal. When the input signal transits

fast (small T), the degree of a decrease in the in-to-a delay is lager than the degree of a

decrease in the in-to-out delay, and thus the interconnect delay decreases. This trend

continues before the input slope metric T reaches the turning around point. When the

input signal transits slower (large T), the degree of a decrease in the in-to-a delay is

smaller than the degree of a decrease in the in-to-out delay, and thus the interconnect

delay increases. However, when the input signal transits much slower (very large T),

the Va has already enough time to follow exactly the V n transition and the Vout also has

enough to follow exactly the Va transition. That is, a sufficiently long slope permits the

internal node to become pre-charged almost to the point of VM Thus when the input

signal actually crosses its switching threshold VM, the output node is poised at the

starting blocks and appears to switch faster than it would if an instantaneous transition

had been applied to the input. Hence there is no more variation in the interconnect

delay.

C. The Proposed Interconnect Delay Model in circuit design
[0072] While a circuit with a single output or a regular structure is relatively easy to

design, a real circuit often involves more complex branching and fixed wire loads.

Interconnect has fixed capacitance and does not scale down at the same rate as

transistors and logic gates. The previous approaches relate the total wire capacitance to

the input capacitance of a logic gate and consider this interconnect delay by including

the branching effort t a gate driving a wire. This branching effort

changes whenever transistor sizes in the network changes since the wiring capacitance

CWire fails to change in proportion to the transistor size (hence the gate capacitance Cgate)

changes.



[0073] Actual wire lengths axe very difficult to estimate until layout is complete. A

wire may be considered as short when its capacitance is small compared to the gate load

capacitance that it drives; and similarly, a wire may be considered as long when its

capacitance is large compared to the gate load capacitance that it drives. When

interconnect capacitance is comparable to the gate load capacitance, so called a

medium-length wire. Such medium-length wires introduce a strong function of the

sizes of the gates they drive. Within a functional block, most wires are short and gate

delay is dominated by the gate capacitance. For these short interconnect wires, Cw is

negligible and gate delay is dominated by gate capacitance; and thus the electrical effort

of the gate can be calculated with a ratio of channel width of its size to that of next gate

as in (2). Frequently wires between functional blocks can be hundreds or thousands

times larger than most transistors in the functional blocks. For these long interconnect

wires, however, the interconnect capacitance and resistance should be taken into

account in Cout.

[0074] As discussed above, the input slope dependency of signal propagation delay is

an important consideration especially in nanometer dimension. To investigate more the

influence of the input slope in signal propagation along the wire, the following

experiment of three different types of wire pitch were performed: Casel (W/S=l/1);

Case2 (W/S=l/2); and Case3 (W/S=2/2) in the unit of minimum design width and

space. All cases have same conditions, such as aspect ratio, dielectric materials and

top/bottom materials.

[0075] The experimental results offer two insights: (i) that the propagation delay

along the wire approaches to its upper limit of the wire after the slope of the input signal

decreases enough; and (ii) that the propagation delay already reaches its limit within 2%

error when the transition time of the input signal is about 5 times wire time constant.

The proposed interconnect delay model and its analysis incorporates these lessons.

[0076] In real design, such as a memory decoder block design, a chain of amplifiers

needs to drive a (long) wire that come with large capacitance and resistance. Figure 7 is

a simplified functional block diagram of a part of the driver and interconnect wire with

the first order equivalent switch model (one π-model) when the inverter amplifier drives

interconnect. Let tp be the gate delay that is the average value of tPHi and tpui, tp



Whereas an increase in the number of stages can make this lumped

interconnect model close to the distributed one, this simplest one π-model with Elmore

delay model provides a good approximation in terms of signal propagation delay. The

wire can be represented by the two components; total interconnect resistance and

capacitance, Rw and Cw. R0n and C r are amplifier's ON resistance and output parasitic

capacitance.

Total Delay = Gate Delay + RC Interconnect Delay (4a)

b)

[0077] The total delay from inputs to outputs can be divided into two components, the

intrinsic delay (gate delay) and the external delay (interconnect delay) and can be

expressed by (4a). The first component is basically same with the pure gate delay

equation of (2) except h ' rather than h. The effective electrical effort h' (5) is defined as

the ratio of output capacitance C01n Io input gate capacitance Cin , and takes into account

the influence of interconnect that increases the capacitive load at the gate output

terminal. The total parasitic capacitance (or output capacitance) Cout is the sum of the

effective wire parasitic capacitance C and parasitic diffusion capacitance (or input

gate capacitance) n of the next gate. Note that the whole wire capacitance Cw can not

be seen by the gate because of resistance shielding effect. This shielding effect will be

more severe when Rw is much larger than R0n. Reserving simplicity, it can be

represented by the effective wire capacitance (4b). This reflects the ready known fact

that the gate delay itself becomes faster with the length of interconnect driven by it. It is

important to mention that even the total delay is a sum of two "separate" delay

components, the gate delay and interconnect delay in (4a), these two components are

smeared to each other so that their inter-dependency should be considered in total delay

calculation. The reason is that the gate has influence on the slope of the input signal on

the wire that it drives, and the interconnect acts as a parasitic load to the gate that it is

driven by. The delay model includes the effective electrical effort h' and two

dependency parameters,/; and/2, to reflect the mutual dependency between gate and

interconnect while maintaining the simplicity of analysis.
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[0078] The effective electrical effort h ' of the driver can be obtained by (5), where

hgate and hW[re are the electrical efforts of the gate and interconnect; and W is the channel

width of the gate and a subscript n means the n-type transistor; and Cgate_umt is the gate

capacitance of a minimum-length transistor that is a function of fabrication process

used; and γ is the ratio of p-type to n-type transistor widths in a gate. As well as the

gate capacitance, the wire capacitance is a strong function of process details, such as

wire thickness, pitch, and dielectric thickness.

[0079] The larger previous gate makes the z"-th stage charge or discharge faster.

However the z-th stage with the larger electrical effort has less dependency on the sizes

of its neighbors since this z-th gate has bigger inertia in terms of electrical momentum.

The influence of the next stage after a wire is usually very small since the small next

stage has very small the input capacitance compared to the wiring capacitance. Hence



the next stage term in (2) is almost ignorable in the gate delay calculation with

considerable length of a wire. Similar to the pure logic chain, simulation shows that

consideration of the two previous stages is enough in the z-th stage delay calculation.

This fact can be simply expressed by (5c). It has been observed that the ratio OfA
-

to

Ai-i is similar to that of (2). That is, the influence of previous stages gets smaller as they

are farther from the z-th stage. However, the delay effect of the previous stage acts as an

increasing factor when it has the larger electrical effort than the z-th stage whereas it acts

as a decreasing factor when it has the smaller electrical effort. For more accurate

modeling, we need to consider these two cases separately. For simplicity, this fact is

ignored in the work. Again, when the neighbors have the same electrical effort with that

of the z-th gate, the gate delay of the z-th stage is not disturbed.

[0080] The second component in (4) is basically equal to the pure RC delay equation

of (2) except the h ' term that represents the input slope dependency of the interconnect

delay. Much slower input does not cause the delay response time shorter any more, i.e.,

delay time becomes saturated since the signal transition along the wire flows closely the

input signal transition. This relationship may be expressed by (5d) where τw is the wire

time constant, R WCW.

[0081] To quantify the signal transition with certainty when a transition actually starts

or ends, the rise and fall times, t and , are often measured between the 10% and 90%

transition points that apply to individual signal waveforms. An instantaneous transition

(or step function) would be considered to represent the maximum possible slope value.

Recall, the electrical effort is the size ratio of two cascaded stages. As the fan-out of the

first stage increases, the gate size of the second stage increases, and introduces more

capacitive load to the first stage. Since it takes more time for the gate to drive the next

larger stage, the signal transition time (both tR and tp) increases with h CUrr along the y-

axis. Moreover, since the gate has more than one voltage ,gain, the increasing rate with

hprev is smaller than that along with h curr . These nominal transition times, tR and > of

hnom , have quite excellent linearity and can be modeled by the first order approximation

as

tR,nom (hnom) = Kom XSLOPE tR_nom + OFFSET tR nom (6a)

tF,nom Qlnom) = hnom XSLOPE tF_nom + OFFSET tF nom (6b)



[0082] These are generic transition times of the gate at the corresponding fan-out.

The individual line is also quite linear with fan-out, and its slope is similar to the others.

Hence, the slope of all lines may be represented by the average of slope,

SLOPE tR_vs_hPrev and SLOPE tF_vsj ψrev for rising and falling transitions, respectively.

[0083] Now the rise and fall time of the gate can be expressed as

tROln, hj, h + 1) = tR,n Om(hi) - (h; - hi.]) X SLOPE tR_vs_hprev~ (hj + 1- hj)X SLOPE tR_vs_hprev

(6c)

tR (hi-i, hj, h i+ i ) = tR ,πom(hi) - (hj - hi-i) X SLOPE tF_vs_hPrev-(hi + 1,- hi)X SLOPEVvsJiprev

(6d)

[0084] The t
nom

and tF nom are of (6a) and (6b) with hi = hnom. The electrical effort for

each stage can be easily calculated from the circuit netlist. The third terms in (6c) and

(6d) include the stage effort of the next stage in the consideration of the current stage

transition time. It is helpful to take into account the fan-out of the next stage ( ,+./) as

well as previous (/i .j) and current (hi) stages for more accurate modeling especially in

ultra-scaled technologies. Its justification will be discussed briefly in the next

subsection. Experiments show that the influence of h +j on the transition time of the

current stage is about 3% and 5% at 90nm and 65nm technology nodes.

[0085] First, find the nominal rise time at hcun=7 by considering the current stage fan-

out as a reference. Since the previous stage has smaller fan-out (hprev=3), the stage of

interest transits fasters than the case where the previous stage has same fan-out with the

stage of interest (hprev= hcurr) - The compensation is carried out by the second term of

(6c). The case where the previous stage has larger fan-out than the stage of interest

hcur =4 and hprev=6). Here, the stage transits slower than the nominal case, hprev= hcurr.

[0086] The gate delay time: Gate delays are defined between 50% transition points

of the supply from the gate input to output nodes. Similar to the rise and fall times, the

gate delay is a function of relative size (i.e., the electrical effort h) rather than its

absolute size when the secondary effects are ignored. This is the reason why a logic

chain has the same delay as long as all the stages increase or decrease their size by the

same ratio. The gate delay of ith stage in the logic chain can be expressed by to(...,hi-

],hi,hi ],.. .). For the nominal case, it is clear will be equal to the nominal delay value,

td,nom(hnom) that is a generic value to the gate with hnom .



[0087] When the previous stage has a smaller electrical effort than the stage of

interest (hprev<hcurr), the gate delay is faster than the nominal value and vice versa, since

the smaller electrical effort means a larger gate size and faster response as mentioned

above. The nominal delays are marked with the (diagonal) solid lines in these figures

where hprev-hCurr- These nominal gate delays, t L and tow of hnom, have excellent

linearity and can be modeled by the first order approximation as

tDHL,nom (hnom) = h nom X SLOPE tDHL_nom + OEFSEToHLjom (7a)

tDLH,nom (hnόm) = h nom X SLOPE tDLH_nom + OFFSET tDLH_nom (7b)

[0088] However, each line has a different slope. The slope value increases with hcιιn .

The electrical effort is the ratio of a load capacitance to an input capacitance. The input

capacitance of the stage is the load capacitance of the previous stage. When the

previous stage has a smaller electrical effort, it has wider transistors and thus larger

driving capability. This improved driving capability is helpful to make the signal

transition faster, and thus the delay becomes smaller. On the other hand, when the next

stage has the smaller electrical effort, it has narrower transistors. The narrower

transistor of the next stage means the smaller capacitive load to the stage of interest and

thus the stage of interest becomes much faster.

[0089] It can be observed that the gate delay curves can be saturated with hprev. Once

the hprev becomes too large, or the previous stage is too small compared with the stage of

interest, its influence on the gate delay is smaller. Hence, the degree of improvement

becomes insensitive to the hprev and the slope is saturated. Its saturation point depends

on the size of the stage. This requires at least the second order approximation for the

delay modeling. Practical circuits are usually designed within the small range of fan-

outs whereas the case of the large fan-out usually comes with long interconnect. The

offset of the slopes of the delay curves increases quite linearly with h
CU

rr-

[0090] Talcing these discussions into account, the high-to-low delay, low-to-high

delay, and average delay can be expressed as



t HL (hprev, h nom ) = SLOPE 'slopeJDHL ' hprev
• flprev

+ OFF SET slop eJDHL • hp rev

+ SLOPE offset_tDHL • hnom (7c)

4- OFFSET offset_ tr>HL

t LH {hprev, hnom) = SLOPE slope_tDLH hprev
• / prev (7d)

+ OFFSET slopejDLH ' hprev

+ SLOPE off seu θLH ' h nom

+ OFFSET offseU DLH

D (hprev ' K m ) = ( + DHL ) (7 e )

[0091] Here SLOPE sιope, OFFSET shpe are the slope of slopes and the offset of slopes,

and similarly SLOPE off set, OFFSET Off Set are the slope of offsets and the offset of offsets

with the first order approximation for corresponding high-to-low and low-to-high

delays. With two parameters of SLOPEt R_vsj ψrev and SLOPEt f _vsj ιprev in (6a) and (6b),

these four new parameters will be referred to as the LEparameters. We can extract

other LEparameters for different types of logic gates in the same way. Estimated values

(asterisk marker) from Eqn. (7c), (7d) and (7e) agree with simulated values with an

error of less than 2%.

D. Procedure to apply the STLE in circuit design

[0092] In order to apply the STLE model to circuit analysis, we first need to extract

the LEparameters. From practical point of view, only four data points suffice to have a

full set of the LEparameters; two points are on-diagonal (the nominal cases) and the

other two points are off-diagonal (the non-nominal cases). The other values can be

obtained by interpolation or extrapolation. More data points increase the precision of

the result and increase confidence in the model. The stage delay can be computed one

by one, from the primary input (PI) to the last stage. The procedure is as follows.

[0093] Given the following information for a particular timing path of a circuit:

1. The primary input slope, t PI (or t , ).

2. The netlist information and the electrical effort of each stage (i.e.,

gate topologies and hjM,---)-



3. The rise and fall times vs. the electrical effort (i.e.,

SLOPEtR_vsJ ιprev and SL0PEt F_vsJψrev).

4. The high-to-low and low-to-high gate delays vs the electrical

effort (i.e., other LEparameters like SLOPEsιope) .

[0094] Perform the following steps:

1. Determine the effective fan-out h'pi for , / (or by Eqn. (6a)

and (9b).

2. Set i=Q and h 'PI =h 'o .

3. Calculate tDm.,i i (or tDLH +i) from h'i and hi+ by Eqn. (7c) and

(7d).

4. Compute tF i+i (or from h'i and hi+i by Eqn. (6c) and (6d).

5. Compute the effective fan-out to the next stage from tF i+i (or

t
R

i+i) and hi+i by Eqn. (6a) and (6b).

6. if ((z+i)th gate topology = (z+2)th gate topology ) then {h' i+1 =

hi+ } else {compute the effective electrical effort at (z+i)th stage, / ',+ }

7. Set i=i+l; go to Step 3 until the last stage.

[0095] Stepl calculates the "effective" fan-out for the primary input stimulus t pi (or

F.PI) by assuming a series of PI gates with the same fan-out h'pi to drive gate 1. With

this effective fan-out h'pi and the known fan-out hj, the high-to-low delay t and fall

time tp of gate 1 are calculated. At the same time, the effective fan-out of gate l , h'i,

is computed with its fall time and the next gate fan-out . Here, we introduce the

effective fan-out h'i for stage 1 even there is already known fan-out h for this stage.

This is because a typical circuit usually consists of different types of gates for its

functionality implementation. The LEparameters axe extracted from each logic gate

chain that has the same gate type with different fan-out. Even with the same fan-out,

different gates can have different transition times and delay times. Hence, it is required

to convert them into their effective or equivalent fan-outs with respect to the gate type

of the next stage. This procedure repeats until the last stage is encountered with the

alternative the signal transition direction for each stage.

[0096] Figure 9 is a simplified flowchart of an embodiment of a method 900 of

estimating a circuit delay. The method 900 can be implemented, for example, in the



delay estimation apparatus of Figures 1 or 2 to estimate the delay of a logic circuit or

portion of a circuit.

[0097] The method begins at block 902, where the delay estimation apparatus receives

circuit element parameters. The delay estimation apparatus can receive a circuit based

on library models for each of the devices in the circuit. The library models can be, for

example, SPICE circuit models and can include parameters such as the length and width

of the logic gates.

[0098] The circuit element parameters can be input to the delay estimation apparatus

via an input interface, or can be selected from a circuit system stored in memory. For

example, a particular portion of a integrated circuit can be selected for delay estimation.

The delay estimation apparatus can also determine the π-model of each interconnect in

the selected circuit portion.

[0099] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 910 and determines the

electrical effort for each stage based on the logical gate topologies and the π-model of

the interconnects between the gates. After determining the electrical effort for each

gate, the delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 912 and determines the estimate

of the rise and fall times based on the electrical effort. In one embodiment, the delay

estimation apparatus includes a look up table of rise and fall times relative to electrical

effort, and does not need to calculate the values for each delay estimate.

[0100] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 914 and determines, for each

gate in the selected circuit portion, the high-to-low and the low-to-high gate delays as a

function of electrical effort. Again, the delay estimation apparatus may store this

information for each of a variety of device types, and may retrieve the information from

memory rather than calculating the values each time a delay estimate is determined.

[0101] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 920 and begins to analyze

the selected circuit portion. The delay estimation apparatus determines the initial fanout

at the input of the first gate. The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 930 and,

based on an initial input signal slope, electrical effort, and the fanout, determines an

initial gate delay.



[0102] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 940 and determines a gate

output signal transition time, such as a signal rise and fall time, based on the electrical

effort and the fanout. The circuit rise and fall time is dependent, in part, on the

interconnect model. Although not required for the initial stage, the signal rise and fall

times for subsequent stages of the circuit are determined based on the electrical effort of

at least one previous stage as well as the electrical effort of at least one following stage.

[0103] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to block 950 and determines, based

on the rise and fall times and the gate delay, an effective fanout to the next circuit stage

experienced by the current circuit stage being analyzed. The delay estimation apparatus

proceeds to block 960 and updates the electrical effort of the next stage. The next stage

can represent the next device in the circuit or the final output load, depending on the

stage being analyzed.

[0104] The delay estimation apparatus proceeds to decision block 970 to determine if

the current stage represents the final stage. If not, the delay estimation apparatus returns

to block 930 to analyze the next stage. If so, the delay estimation apparatus proceeds

from decision block 970 to block 980 and determines.the total circuit delay based on the

delay estimates for each of the circuit stages. Typically, the delay estimation apparatus

outputs the aggregate circuit delay, and may also output the intermediate delay estimates

corresponding to each of the circuit stages.

V. The configurations of the Test Circuits
A. Ring Oscillator circuit
[0105] To demonstrate the delay estimation methods and apparatus in nanometer

technology, the basic parameters of the logical effort g, parasitic effort/? and process

parameter τ, are measured in a 31-stage ring oscillator. It is difficult to measure rise and

fall times in the test circuit of the ring oscillator because of practical reasons. A test

probe contributes its own parasitics, which complicates the ability to see the instant

slope dependency of propagation delay. When the signal propagates through the ring, it

approaches to its own rise and fall times, tr and tj. Actually the ring oscillator can be

thought as a chain of an infinite number of stages.

Φ — (8)



[0106] The propagation delay or gate delay tD is determined by the period T of the

oscillation of a signal transition through the complete chain, or (8), with N number of

stages in the chain. The factor 2 appears in the denominator because a transition must

pass twice around the ring oscillator to complete a single cycle of the oscillation. Three

different devices and process corners have been implemented with a same circuit to

investigate the impact of threshold voltage and process condition on gate delay.

Different fan-out circuits are designed to measure the basic parameters.

[0107] Figure 8 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a ring

oscillator. The second loads have been implemented as well as the first loads so that all

stages have the specified electrical effort value. Note that the second load are used to

negate the Miller effect of gate-drain overlap capacitance that would increase the

effective input capacitance to the 1st load; and thus the output of the 1st load gate

switch faster. The shape of the ring oscillator is rectangular and different from circle,

the ideal form for the ring oscillator.

B. Combinational Logic Circuit
[0108] In real circuit design, a variety of logic gates are used together to implement a

logic function. The combinational logic modules have been designed to identify the

total delay of a combinational logic rather than to measure individual gate delay. Two

different threshold voltages and process corners have been implemented and tested.

These modules are also ring oscillators. Along the ring, several logic gates are evenly

distributed in the order of frequency in use. To avoid the "charge sharing" problem and

parasitic delay, each stage propagates the main signal along its innermost input, and

thus unused NAND inputs are wired HIGH and unused NOR inputs are wired LOW.

[0109] The other test circuits contain the multi-finger transistors so as to decrease

diffusion capacitance. These modules however realize the different size of the

transistors by different length of active region with one finger.

[0110] It has been known that the P:N width ratio giving best average delay is the

square root of the P:N width ratio giving equal rise and fall times. Hence for typical

CMOS process, the mobility ratio, µ.= µn/ µp, is between 2 and 3, Even though this best

P:N ratio slightly improves the gate delay time, significantly decreases area and power

consumption.



C. Interconnect Circuit
[0111] The propagation delay and its small variation can be expressed by (9) where

R wire, CWire and L,v, are total lumped resistance, capacitance and inductance,

respectively. Inductive parasitics is ignored in this paper. This assumption may make

sense since the resistance of the wire is substantial enough because of small cross-

section in nanometer scales and the rise and fall times of the applied signals are slow

enough in real signal propagation. For very accurate delay estimation, the effect of

inductance might need to consider more. Now, the delay equation (9c) has two major

parasitic components, capacitance and resistance. However, we still need to know how

to characterize dto/dR and dtp/dC for better understanding of the propagation delay

along the wire. It is hard to separate "completely" the influence of resistive parasitics

from that of capacitive parasitics on the propagation delay since the wire is a distributed

system in nature. If the resistance-dependent delay part is very small or negligible and

the capacitance-dependent part is dominant in the propagation delay, then the delay

equation for small variation can be approximated by (9d). Once the resistance-

dependency of delay, dt ldR in (7d), is available, we can also measure the capacitance-

dependency of delay, at dtp/dC, by comparing (9d) with (9c). Similarly, if the

capacitance-dependent delay part is very small or negligible and the resistance-

dependent part is dominant, then the delay equation for small variation can be

approximated by (9e). Once the capacitance-dependency of delay, θ /θi? in (9e), is

available, the resistance-dependency of delay, dto/dR, is measured by comparing (9e)

with (9c).

f D ~ R wire ' C wire ' L wire

∆tD =— ∆R + - ∆C, byneglecting∆L (9c)
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[0112] The interconnect module has been conceived to have an intuitive view of these

parasitics' roles in delay. To study the propagation delay along the wire with a gate

driving it, we have conceived four different types of test circuits: load-transistor

interconnection module, comb-like interconnection module, snake-like interconnect

module and straight-line interconnect module.

[0113] The interconnect module has been designed with the following variety:

different lengths of the wire, lOOnm, lOOOnm and 2000nm to represent short-wire,

medium-wire and long-wire, respectively; and different types of devices, high-Vt,

normal- Vt and low-Vt; and different pitches, Case l(width:space = 1:1), Case

2(width:space=l:2) and Case 3(width:space=2:2) in the unit of minimum design width

and space. Same are the other conditions, such as the aspect ratio, dielectric materials

and distance between the wire and top/bottom materials.

[0114] The load-transistor interconnect module uses a load transistor for the

"interconnection" part. The load transistor can scale so that it has a specified value of

the gate-capacitance equivalent to that of the wire of a particular length. Note that the

gate capacitance of a minimum-length transistor is ready known in given technology.

Hence, sizing of the load gate over the minimum-length device may realize the (fairly)

precise gate-capacitance. The p-type and n-type load transistors are also sized to make

capacitive loads balanced during rising and falling transition as much as possible. In

fact, the signal itself will cancel out small mismatch caused by the unbalanced (p-type

and n-type) capacitive loads when it propagates along the ring oscillator. Moreover,

since the physical interconnect used in the load-transistor module is very short, it can be

safely assumed that the load-transistor module has only capacitive load equivalent to

that of the regular (straight) wire, but no resistive load. Hence, this module is used as a

reference to the other test modules for a particular length of the wire. By assuming that

resistive parasitics is reasonably minimized and negligible, the analysis is able to

separate capacitive parasitics from resistive parasitics. The absolute value of the

propagation delay through the ring oscillator module that is a infinite chain of pure gates

(no interconnect) can be analyzed. By comparing the delay value of the ring oscillator

module with that of the load-transistor interconnect module, we can calculate the

capacitance-dependency of delay in (9c).



[0115] The comb-like interconnect module has been designed for two purposes. First,

we can calculate the wire capacitance implemented by the wire by comparison with the

corresponding load-transistor interconnect module. Second, we can, in a certain degree,

separate the capacitive impact from the resistive impact on the propagation delay. The

Comb-like interconnect module implements a capacitive load with the wire of comb-

like shape. The "interconnection" part is sandwiched by two power lines, VDD and

GND, in order to shield it and to put it into the worst condition in terms of capacitive

coupling with neighbors. The design of the height and width of the "interconnection"

part has been carried out, as much as possible, so that its total capacitance matches the

parasitic capacitance of the regular (straight-line) wire, but still its total resistance can

have very small delay influence along the signal path. That is, the signal propagating

along the comb-shaped wire may experience capacitive load equivalent to that of the

straight wire, but negligible resistive load. By comparing the delay value of the ring

oscillator module with that of the comb-like interconnect module, we can calculate the

capacitance-dependency of delay in (9c).

[0116] The snake-like interconnect module includes a snake-shaped wire for the

"interconnection" part. The wire is also sandwiched by the two power lines for

shielding and realization of the worst capacitive condition. Frequently the

interconnecting wire needs to bend due to place and routing constraints. Whereas, the

straight-line interconnect module implements the "interconnection" part with the regular

"straight" line. Theoretically, there is no difference between snake-like interconnect

and straight-line interconnect in terms of wire resistance as long as two interconnects

have same length. Edge of the bending wire, however, has less wire capacitance than

the straight line for given length of the wire. It is clear that the signal will experience

both of intrinsic parasitics, resistive and capacitive, when it propagates along the snake-

like wire and along the straight-line wire. The propagation delay of both test circuits

contains the resistance-dependency and capacitance-dependency at the same time.

Hence, by comparing their delays with a sum of two delays, one is of the load-transistor

module and the other is of the comb-like module, we can calculate how the propagation

delay depends on the interconnect in terms of capacitance and/or resistance.

Furthermore, it is worthwhile to examine the bending effect of the wire in silicon. The

difference of propagation delay between the comb-like module and the snake-like



module and/or the straight-line module will give the insight of the delay dependency on

the parasitic resistance of the wire.

[0117] In fact, there is a practical limit on realization of an ideal ring (or "circle")

oscillator because of the layout style that allows place and routing of elements only in

two directions; horizontal or vertical. Hence, irregular pattern may be almost

unavoidable in the design of a ring oscillator. To reduce the effect of this irregularity in

the work, careful engineering for such irregular pattern has been performed. Especially,

in the design of the straight-line module, it would not make sense to connect directly all

interconnects in a circle.

[0118] In yet another example, a layout includes interconnects run in zigzags. All

"interconnection" parts share the space between two consecutive gates. Again, two

power lines, VDD and GND, run in parallel with the signal lines alternatively. The

parameters Lwire and L gate are the length of the signal path (not the wire itself) and the

width of the gate, respectively. Since L i is determined by the distance between

contacts on the wire; and thus L Wjre is pretty longer than L gat , this zigzag-style layout has

been devised even with the additional wire segments.

[0119] Mismatching portions of the input and output ports of the gate require the

additional wire segments. The reason is that the distance from the output to the input is

not equal to the distance from the output to the input in next interconnection. Note that

two signal lines "fully" share the power line, and the wire consists of the additional

segment and the signal path. That is, when the length of the signal path changes, the

length of the additional segments changes "negatively" by the same amount. Hence,

juxtaposition of all signal lines and power lines with same length approximately makes

it possible for the signal path to self-compensate the variation of parasitic loads, caused

by its length mismatching. Compensation for the additional segments is required to

have the propagation delay along the signal path. The length of the additional segments

is already known and hence additional delay caused by it can also be calculated easily.

Simulation showed that this approach by using minimum additional segments delivers

quite close result to that of the ideal ring oscillator (where all wires are of exactly same

length) after compensating the effect of the additional wire segments.



D. The test chip
VI. Results and Discussion
[0120] The value of τ depends on fabrication process, supply voltage, and

temperature. Ideally, the logical effort of a gate would be independent of process

parameters. In reality, effects like velocity saturation cause the logical effort to differ

slightly with process and operating condition. Similarly, parasitic capacitance and

resistance differ with process and environment. This basic delay unit τ has been

measured when an inverter driving an identical inverter in an inverter chain, i.e., the

electrical effort h is one. The parameters of the logical effort have been measured from

the test chip by plotting the frequency of ring oscillators. These ring oscillators with

different fanouts provide data for the delay-vs.-electrical effort relationship and for the

logical effort and the parasitic delay. Fig.l shows graphically the relationship between

the unitless delay of a single logic gate and its electrical effort h. The test chip may

include the wiring capacitance and resitance, which many have been neglected in

simulation. Delay appears as a function of the electrical effort for an inverter. The

slope of each line is the logical effort g and the intercepts of each line at the y-axis is the

parasitic delay p of the corresponding gate. The logical efforts of all inverters are nearly

1.00 as they would be. Parasitic delays are rather high, perhaps including local wiring

capacitance. Parasitic delay of the larger cells is lower, as should be expected because

larger cells can take advantage of multi-fingered (or folded) transistors and a higher

transistor-to-wire length ratio to obtain lower parasitics.

[0121] More accurate delay model may be achieved when rising and falling transients

are modeled separately. This separate consideration should be taken for special logic

families, such as dynamic logic and skewed logic. By expressing the delay of circuits in

terms of τ, or in the more widely recognized unit of fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter delay (1

FO4 5 ), the proposed delay models can predict how gate performance will improve in

more advanced processes.

VII. Conclusion
[0122] The methods and apparatus for the estimating delay as a combination of gate

delay and the interconnect delay has been described where a wire is driven by a logic

gate. The interconnect delay quite depends on the slope of the stimulus signal. The

important influences of the parasitics refraction and resistance shielding effect need to

be captured in the consideration of the interconnect delay, especially in nanoscale



electronic circuit design, where the interconnect delay may be dominant over the gate

delay.

[0123] The delay estimation methods and apparatus provide an efficient yet simple

extension of the concept of the logical effort with analytical and qualitative analysis.

The delay estimation model matches with experimental results within ±4%.

Furthermore the delay model methods and apparatus described herein provide insight

into how both wires as well as sizes of different transistors affect the circuit delay.

[0124] As used herein, the term coupled or connected is used to mean an indirect

coupling as well as a direct coupling or connection. Where two or more blocks,

modules, devices, or apparatus are coupled, there may be one or more intervening

blocks between the two coupled blocks.

[0125] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented or performed

with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a Reduced

Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processor, an application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic device,

discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination

thereof designed to perform the functions described herein. A general purpose

processor may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any

processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be

implemented as a combination of computing devices, for example, a combination of a

DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors

in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[0126] The steps of a method, process, or algorithm described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software

module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. The various steps or

acts in a method or process may be performed in the order shown, or may be performed

in another order. Additionally, one or more process or method steps may be omitted or

one or more process or method steps may be added to the methods and processes. An

additional step, block, or action may be added in the beginning, end, or intervening

existing elements of the methods and processes.



[0127] The above description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to enable any

person of ordinary skill in the art to make or use the disclosure. Various modifications

to these embodiments will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art, and

the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without

departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, the disclosure is not intended

to be limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope

consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of estimating a circuit delay, the method comprising:

receiving device parameters corresponding to a circuit;

determining an electrical effort of each stage in the circuit;

determining an effective fanout at an input of an initial stage;

determining a gate delay based in part on an electrical effort at the output

of the initial stage; and

determining a gate signal transition time based on an electrical effort of

the initial stage and at least one subsequent stage.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining an effective fanout to a next stage;

determining an electrical effort corresponding to the next stage; and

determining a propagation delay of the next stage, based in part on the

effective fanout and the electrical effort corresponding to the next stage.

3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising determining gate

transition times as a function of electrical effort for each stage.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining gate

delay as a function of electrical effort for each stage.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a delay estimate of at least one subsequent stage; and

determining an aggregate circuit delay by summing the delay estimate

for each individual stage.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the electrical effort

of each stage in the circuit comprises determining a ratio of gate topologies for adjacent

stages of the circuit.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the electrical effort

of each stage in the circuit comprises determining an interconnect circuit model of an

interconnect coupling adjacent stages.



8. The method of claim 7, wherein the interconnect circuit model

comprises a π-model.

9. A method of estimating a circuit delay, the method comprising:

determining a gate delay based on an electrical effort of the gate and at

least one additional gate coupled to the gate; and

determining a signal transition time based on the electrical effort of the

gate and at least one additional gate coupled to the gate.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising summing the gate

delay with the signal transition time.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the electrical effort comprises a

ratio of gate topologies for adjacent stages of the circuit.

12 . The method of claim 9, wherein the electrical effort comprises an

effective fanout of an interconnect circuit model of an interconnect coupling adjacent

stages.

13. An apparatus configured to estimate a circuit delay, the apparatus

comprising:

a first memory configured to store device parameters;

a second memory configure to store interconnect parameters;

an electrical effort module coupled to the first and second memories and

configured to determine an electrical effort at each device in the circuit; and

a Signal Transition Logical Effort (STLE) module configured to

determine the circuit delay based in part on the device parameters, interconnect

parameters, and electrical effort at each device.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising a transition time

module coupled to the first and second memories and the electrical effort module and

configured to determine a signal transition time at each device based on the device

parameters, interconnect parameters, and electrical effort.



15. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising a transition time

module coupled to the first and second memories and the electrical effort module and

configured to determine a gate delay for each device based in part on the device

parameters and the electrical effort.

16. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising an output device

coupled to the STLE module and configured to output at least an aggregate circuit delay

determined by the STLE module.

17. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the electrical effort module

determines the electrical effort based in part on a ratio of gate topologies for adjacent

stages of the circuit.

18. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the electrical effort module

determines the electrical effort based in part on an interconnect circuit model of an

interconnect coupling adjacent stages of the circuit.

19. An apparatus configured to estimate a circuit delay, the apparatus

comprising:

means for storing device parameters corresponding to a circuit;

means for determining an electrical effort of each stage in the circuit;

means for determining an effective fanout at an input of an initial stage;

means for determining a gate delay based in part on an electrical effort at

the output of the initial stage; and

means for determining a gate signal transition time based on an electrical

effort of the initial stage and at least one subsequent stage.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the means for storing device

parameters comprises:

a first memory for storing circuit device parameters; and

a second memory for storing circuit interconnect parameters.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the means for determining an

electrical effort is configured to determine an electrical effort for each stage of the



circuit based in part on a fanout at the output of the stage and an interconnect circuit

model.

22. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the means for determining the

gate signal transition time determines the signal transition time of a current circuit stage

based in part on a difference of electrical effort between a subsequent stage and the

current circuit stage.
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